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'8330 remains a significant level to track as 'Spinning Top'
formation near the resistance re-confirms the significance
of the level. A breach above 8330 would eject nifty into a
new orbit. Until then it could continue to gyrate within
the range of 8320-8180 during the week.

Scrip Reco MBP SL Target

SKS MICRO BUY 695 680 734

JK LAKSHMI BUY 390 375 420

Sector  Outlook

NBFC Positive

CEMENT Positive

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Cash & Future Trading Idea - Derivatives

 STRATEGY -  TCS Ratio Call Spread

Instrument  B/S Lot Reco CMP
Jun 2650 CE Buy 1 19 42.5

Jun 2700 CE Sell 2 8.3 21

Target Profit : 9500 Stop Loss : 500 (Hedge above 2740)

Market DriversNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. R1 R2 S1 S2

8251 8270 8320 8220 8180

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

67.41 67.30 67.22 67.50 67.80

Buying only sustained break above 67.50 is advised
targeting 67.80 - 67.90 area.

3 Markets took in stride Mr. Rajan's deciding to
pursue academia on completion of his tenure as
RBI Governor in September. Yesterday's momen-
tum was fueled by news flow coming from UK
where opinion poll is now indicating 'Brexit' may
not happen. Further, monsoon progress into
Maharashtra helped sentiments further. En-
abling policy measures for FDI in retail, pharma-
ceutical, aviation and defense helped negate the
negative sentiments. US and European markets
posted smart recovery in last session. This morn-
ing Asian markets are trading firm while curren-
cies are range bound. We expect our markets to
open on flattish note, thereafter some volatil-
ity is expected.

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 30-Jun 8300 6300825 -219150

Bank Nifty 23-Jun 18000 323040 63780

Bank Nifty 30-Jun 18000 582000 35250

Highest Call OI

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 30-Jun 8000 7685650 -209175

Bank Nifty 23-Jun 17000 296550 94620

Bank Nifty 30-Jun 17000 651810 9000

Highest Put OI

Nifty Chart
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Derivatives IdeaTrading Calls

Buy 1 Lot 2650 CE
Sell 2 Lots 2700 CE

3 TCS is in long- long unwinding cycle. Put built
up at 2550 could act as immediate support

3 Unwinding in 2600 CE could provide further
momentum on higher side

3 Considering stable volatility and to benefit
from theta decay, Call Ratio spread is recom-
mended

Target Profit : 9500       Stop Loss  : 500

Ratio Call Spread

SKS MICRO    MBP INR 695

   Target INR 734

3 'Breakout from the continuation pattern reaf-
firms the secular uptrend to remain intact

3 Momentum could be participated with a stop
at 680 for a pattern target upto 734

Institution Net B/S  OI

Index Future -1336 Short

Index Options -1055 Writing

Stock Futures 290 Long

FII F&O

3

Buy

TCS

Cat. Amt MTD YTD

FII -537 3187 -41815

DII 724 -1917 60880

FII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)
Major Price %  Change Major OI %  Change

JK LAKSHMI    MBP INR 390

   Target INR 420

3 'Positive sector outlook & breakout from
'Rounding' augurs well for the uptrend to re-
main firm

3 The pattern indicates a move upto 420 which
could be traded with a stop at 375

Buy
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3 Rains reached half of India

Morning Meet Notes

Research Notes

CG CONSUMER ELECTRICALS: INITIATING COVERAGE (CMP: INR 134, TP: INR 165)
3 Revenue breakup: Fans: 45%, Lighting: 29%, Pumps: 20%, appliances: 6%
3 Market Share: Fans: 27%, lighting: 6%, appliances: 10%, pumps: 7%
3 FMCG experience management brought in, Ex Pidi CFOm Ex- P&G MD; promoters are Advent and Temasek
3 Light industry to grow at 10% over FY16-19E to INR 915bn [appliances: 15% CAGR, fans & lighting :12%, switches: 11%]
3 Appliances lower penetration, Fans: premiumization, Lighting: switch to LED

5 keys drivers:
3 GST: 25% of sector unorganized; price gap will reduce
3 Housing for all: Commercial real estate bottomed out, residential to bottom out next yr; gov to add 30m houses by next 3yrs
3 7th pay: 24% increase in pay and allowances & state governments could also do this ; expect to impact light electrical & not fans as arrear component is

small
3 Village electrification to drive demand higher
3 Disposable income: 5% CAGR Fy12-16; 8% CAGR increase over next 2 yrs; MSP and MNREGA a positive for rural income

Key changes:
3 Premiumization: Fans [decorative fans], switches [aesthetic switches], kitchen appliances [multi function]
3 Distribution reach: Bajaj Electrical - 5lk outlets, CG Consumer - 1.5 lakh outlets
3 Advertising spend: To go up from 2.5% to 3-4%
3 Brand extension: New product categories such as air coolers and consumer appliances

3 Sales & PAT CAGR: 15% & 20% over FY16-18E, FY16 ROE & ROCE: 52% & 28%, Value at 30x FY18E EPS, TP of INR 165

EVEREADY: CHANNEL CHECKS
3 Removal of anti dumping duty had hurt: unorganised increased to 9% from negli
3 Channel checks suggest duty to be levied by 2Q FY17
3 Onset of monsoon, recovery in demand for flashlights
3 Govt LED order execution on track
3 Trades at 15x FY18 PE
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3 USDINR opened with a positive note in the previous session, but price failed

to sustain at higher levels and turned lower closing at 67.41

3 Key resistance remains at 67.50 and price sustained trade above the same will

confirm further positive move targeting 67.80 - 67.90 levels

3 Immediate supports are at 67.30 - 67.22 whereas critical support remains at

67.05

3 Buying above 67.50 is advised for the session

Currency Ideas

USDINR EURINR

3 As seen on daily chart, EURINR failed to break below its critical support of

75.44 and closed the previous session with a positive note at 76.39

3 Recent low 75.85 will act as immediate support whereas major support re-

mains at 75.44 (rising trend line)

3 Dip buying will be advised as long as price holds above support and the pair

could target 76.65 - 76.95 levels for short-term
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